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Experts through experience
in production equipment
for the wheel business industry

PROFILE

EXPERTS
THROUGH
EXPERIENCE!

Fontĳne Holland
Fontijne Holland is a strong company and
considered the world leader in production
equipment and processes within the wheel
production line business. To retain this
position, Fontijne Holland has the conﬁdence
to invest in improving its employees’ level of
knowledge, but also in increasing its capacity
and developing new products.
Mission and Vision
Fontijne Holland is a globally oriented partner
for the supply of wheel production line

Fontĳne Holland is one of the world’s leading suppliers
of production equipment and processes for the wheel
industry. The equipment ranges from stand-alone
machines with manual handling and loading of parts to
fully automated turnkey production lines. Our product
line ranges from cut-to-length line to rim/disc assembly
line, including measuring equipment.

equipment and related services. We combine
our customers’ hands-on knowledge of the
production processes with our in-depth
experience in machine building, leading to the
best possible solutions in the market.
Strategy
Everybody at Fontijne Holland is experienced
in their ﬁeld and passionate about our

Fontijne Holland designs equipment for the production of a

Fontijne Holland is the market leader in optimization of wheel

In addition to production line equipment, Fontijne Holland

strategy, which is based on customer intimacy.

wide range of rim and wheel sizes – from passenger cars to

manufacturing processes, which leads to:

also offers a range of test and quality management systems

The goal is to cooperate with our customers

off-road vehicles, from trucks to agricultural tractors, and from

• Material savings

that our customers utilise to manage their quality processes.

to develop the best possible solutions. We

trailers to golf carts and scooters.

• Energy savings

This range includes leak testers for testing rims and wheels,

accomplish this by developing a solid working

• Improved product quality

rim-edge conditioning systems to ﬁnish the rim edge quality,

knowledge of our customer’s products and

Our knowledge and experience in this market segment

• Reduced weld scrap rates

and run-out reducers to create a near-perfect runout.

services, thus building long-term relationships.

is extensive and used to realise innovative and optimised

• Efﬁciency

This cooperative relationship with our

products that are tailored to the market requirements of the

• Reduced cost of ownership

customers and the industries they serve

automotive industry. Today, these requirements are principally

assures that the product range offered by

geared towards stringent environmental standards (targeting

Fontijne Holland remains on the cutting edge

a reduction in CO2 and other emissions); they also focus on

of customer needs.

improving the quality of the end product and making the
production process considerably faster.
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FULLY AUTOMATED
CAR RIM PRODUCTION LINE
1

PROFILING LINE

FEATURES:

The Fontijne Holland heavy-duty open-end rollformers

• Less energy consumption, due to electric drives
of the spindles

have been designed for cold forming of a proﬁle in a rim

• A rigid design which results in minimum deﬂection

blank. Three rollformers are built together, after which a

of the two spindles

loader is added in front of the rollformers, creating a fully
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PREPARATION LINE
The Fontijne Holland preparation line is designed to
transform a metal strip into a ring. The strips to be
processed have previously been cut to the correct
dimensions.

• Re-adjustment of the various settings is reduced

automatic three-stage proﬁling line for use in modern,

to a minimum

high-speed production lines.

• Low maintenance costs due to the application
of closed bearing houses for the spindles
• No-grease lubrication due to a closed circuit
lubrication oil system

FEATURES:
• Less ﬂoor space required due to compact machine
designs
• A minimum of machine adjustments necessary for
material thickness, blank width or diameter
• Automatic compensation for possible tapered shape
section of blank material at DC welder
• Rigid design of weld trimmer movement, resulting
in an excellent trim result
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CUT TO LENGTH LINE
The cut-to-length line transforms coiled slit material into straight
sheets with a desired length. The line is designed for use in
conjunction with a fully automatic productionlines or as a standalone
machine.

‘MASTERS OF
WHEEL MACHINERY’

FEATURES:
• Design is rigid and easy to maintain
• Coil storage car can be selected
optionally
• Edge conditioning units are easily
swapped out to accommodate different
material thickness
• Separate length measuring device uses
a measuring wheel with length fault
detection in combination with encoder
of servo motor
• Shear blades are easy to change and
very accessible
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WELD DRESSER

THE TRANSPORT OF THE RIM BLANK IS
PERFORMED BY:
• Swing arm: removes the blank from
the welder and presents it to the ﬁrst

The Fontijne Holland weld dresser is designed to

processing unit, which is the trimmer

automatically trim, roll and side trim the weld rim blanks.

• Conveyor: a common automatic conveyor

The installation is designed as a modular construction, in

shuttle mechanism loads and unloads the

which a number of sequential processing units are mounted

various processing units in such a way that

on a common frame at a ﬁxed distance from each other.

the weld is always in exactly the correct
position

FEATURES:
• A minimum of machine adjustments
necessary for material thickness, blank
width or diameter
• Modular and rigid design
• Additional processing units can be
selected on requests by the customer
• Option for integration of ﬂaexpander, for
re-rounding the ﬂat part of the ring and
forming the ﬂare
• Rigid design of weld trimmer movement,
resulting in an excellent trim result

Weld dresser for truck rings

‘PREFERRED
BY PROFESSIONALS’
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VALVE HOLE PRESS
INSTALLATION FOR
CAR RIMS
The Fontijne Holland pneumatic/hydraulic-actuated
punching installation is designed to make the valve
holes in rims by performing the following sequential
operations:
• Coining of the valve hole area
• Punching of the valve hole
• De-burring of the valve hole on both sides
FEATURES:
• Compact design and easy to maintain
• The precision indexing table with clamping devices
assures the correct position of the valve hole during
transport to the various processing units
• The pneumatic/hydraulic cylinders are maintenancefriendly and energy saving, since there is no hydraulic
system
• Easy to integrate optional leak detection installation
before valve hole punching
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FLOWFORMER FOR
PASSENGER CAR RINGS
The Fontijne Holland ﬂowformer is developed to
locally reduce thickness of the material on sheet
metal rings, with the purpose of manufacturing
weight-optimised rims.
The machine is suitable for use in new rim
proﬁling lines and can be added to existing lines.
For existing lines, tooling must be adapted. In
addition, the ﬂare operation must be checked
whether it is capable forming the required ﬂare

‘ADVANCED
THRU INNOVATION’

shapes.
The ﬂowformer is capable of reducing the
material thickness of a ﬂared ring in places
where the rim does not require the original
metal sheet thickness.
The ﬂowformer is located between the
preparation line and the proﬁling line.

FEATURES:
• Newly developed user interface
• Flexible recipe control
• Online support and user interface
• Different user levels available for
operation and maintenance
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SINGLE MACHINE
EQUIPMENT

QUALITY IMPROVEMENT
EQUIPMENT

Fontijne Holland is able to supply single machines of wheel production line

Rim edge conditioner

equipment. As a result, customers are able to expand their existing equipment

The purpose of the Fontijne Holland rim edge conditioner is

by adding a separate process unit if necessary.

to reduce or eliminate burrs around the inboard and outboard

For example, loading and unloading could be handled by a robot.

circumferential of rollformed rims. The burrs are generated as

• A wide range of products can be processed, allowing for
varying diameters and widths
• The machine is suitable for both drop centre and semi-full
face types of wheels.

an undesirable result of traditional rollforming of the requested
Run out reducer

rim proﬁles.

Fontijne Holland can supply a basic tool set to calibrate
These burrs are undesirable for a number of reasons:

drop centre wheels coming from a rim/disc assembly welder,

• Cosmetic concerns: the paint does not adhere well, leading to

resulting in improved axial and radial run-out of the wheels and
the ﬁrst harmonic.

premature corrosion
• Operator safety: sharp edges can cause injuries
• Product safety: in more severe cases, the edge can actually cut

The basic tool set is built as press tooling: it is intended for
mounting on a hydraulically operated vertical press and serves

the new tire when wheel and tire are assembled together

as a universal interface between the product-speciﬁc active tool
FEATURES:

set and the tables of the press.

• Effective operation: simply de-burr the edge or generate
a speciﬁc shape
• Automatic operation means that no dedicated operator is
required, lowering operating costs
• The machine has a compact, space-saving design; it can
therefore also be installed in existing lines without the need
to relocate major equipment
• Modern concepts have been incorporated into the design,
such as quick die change
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FULLY AUTOMATED LEAK
DETECTOR AND VALVE HOLE
PRESS LINE FOR TRUCK RIMS
Leak detector
The Fontijne Holland leak detector system is
developed to check the quality of steel truck rims
by checking the presence of any leaks at the weld
seam of the rim. The leak detector is designed as an
independent unit, for automatic operation in a rim
production line.
Valve hole presses
The Fontijne Holland hydraulic-actuated valve hole
installation is designed to make the valve holes in
truck rims by performing the following sequential
operations:
• Coining and punching of the valve hole area
• Deburring of the valve hole on both sides
Robot loading and unloading
The robots for loading/unloading the leak detector
and valve hole presses are equipped with a gripper
to be able to manipulate the whole range of rim
diameters as speciﬁed.

FEATURES:
• Very reliable system
• Not vulnerable to shocks and chemical inﬂuences
• Compact design, so less ﬂoor space required
• No additional costs (like helium)
• No high air pressure necessary; max. 3 - 4 bar
is sufﬁcient

‘WE KNOW HOW’
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SERVICES &
SPARE PARTS
Service and spare parts are a responsibility that we take
very seriously at Fontijne Holland. Our worldwide Services
Department based in the Netherlands offers all essential
services and spare parts during the equipment’s lifetime.
We can provide suitable solutions to our customers
through our own experience, supplemented by a large
network of suppliers offering expert capabilities.
Rebuilds and Retroﬁts
We focus on keeping your system state-of-the-art by
offering new technologies and upgrade packages that will
keep the equipment running with optimal performance.
If you have plans to invest in production capabilities,
Fontijne Holland can provide a wide variety of solutions to
improve or rebuild an ageing system.
Features of the Services Department
• Modems are used extensively to remotely monitor,

CONSULTANCY

adjust and troubleshoot equipment at the customer’s
site
• Multi-lingual technical professionals are fully available to

Fontijne Holland has extensive experience as a builder

support our customers at any place in the world

of wheel production lines. Our experience enables

• Our locations near harbour and airport facilities ensure

us to advise our customers on optimising production

easy transport to our customer base worldwide

processes.
Process and Equipment Improvement
• Upgrade of old motion controls

As a result, Fontijne Holland is fully competent to

• Welding control system for resistance butt welding

advise customers about:
• Optimising the efﬁciency rate of the production

machines: Weld2000 and Weld2009
• Replacing control systems

equipment

• Exchanging hydraulic spindles for electric spindles

• Optimising the production rate of the production

• Optimisation of trimmer motion

equipment

• Etc. etc.

• Reducing scrap rates
• Production support
• Maintenance programs

More information

• Etc. etc.

For more information about the parts and services
supplied by Fontijne Holland, please contact us by

For example:

e-mail or phone.

One of our specialists can pay a visit to your location.
If possible, the specialist will help you optimise your
processes immediately. Alternatively, he will prepare a
report with on how improvements could be achieved.
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